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Student Senate Agenda  
Date:  September 20th, 2017 
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I. Call to Order 
a. 6:00pm 

II. Pledge of Allegiance 
III. Roll Call 
IV. Consent Agenda 

a. Approval of agenda 
i. Motioned by Giles 

ii. Seconded my Kallis 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. Alderman Patrick Brever 
i. I’m Patrick on La Crosse city council pre-campus district from hutch to west ave. 

Losey boulevard change the speed from 30 to 25 and passed. Memorial pool 
location by cartwright and Mitchell collided for the last several years, city is 
looking for new sights but neighbors wanted it to stay and council voted to stay 
in spring or summer. Election for City clerk and appointed position. Mayor gets 
applicant for council to approve would do handheld licenses and other things like 
that, passed. All you can drink special downtown. Looking to limit those and 
wristbands ($6 at brothers all you can drink) did not pass. The coulee council on 
addictions is looking to change the community center to a residential area, will 
go to that next month. Alternative side parking- during winter months’ switch for 
plows- was Nov 1 to May. 1 now Nov 15 to April 15 and did pass. Bystander 
intervention for bartenders provide literature to recognize sexual violence so they 
can intervene and will be voted Oct. 12. County board seat open in this district. 
Opportunity to represent the area and know about local govt deadline sept 25 
need a cover letter and maybe resume. 

ii. Long terms goals as a city council  
1. City parking, bystander intervention done, and working on bigger things 

that I would rather not entail 
iii. Are there any plans on road renovations? 

1. Hopefully, some in La Crosse is a state highway so we can't do anything 
b. Jim Jorstad – ITS 

i.  How many have been affected by phishing attack. I want to be upfront and tell 
you why we are getting them all.  Our job is to keep you safe secure and 
informed. I’m the guy who writes the IT notifications and I want you to know 
how significate it is to give your credentials. I want you to know we monitor this 
every week. We communicate it on Facebook to help you with technology things 
that come up. On the Facebook page you want to upgrade to IOS11. It’s more 
than just a phishing attack if you have a question I will give you an example on 
the site. Mail chimp lets me how many people read the emails and what day and 
what time. Generally, 6-10 times is the average. Faculty read 60% of our emails, 
students read 53% highest rate in the UW system. What I track is a phishing alert 
and the biggest readers are international students and we look at where they are 
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from. There’s and example if you look at it. 38% of freshman clicked on that 
link. 35% sophomores clicked on this link and we need to do better. We target 
specific groups based on that. If you see something like I will send, if you see 
this image you know it’s from me. There is a trick if it is a real email or not, but 
you can’t do it on your phone. There’s where I educate people- the links that 
were correct, they are trying to get you to put your credentials in. if you are not 
sure don’t click, go back to your room and check on your computer. Roll over it 
without clicking and you will know. People that have clicked and given their 
credential- 1,000. Microsoft sees this and cuts your access off. They will cut you 
out and quarantine. D2l wings everything you don’t exist- resets password and 
can maybe get you from your secondary email account. Manual process to reset 
and when you click on these links it stars spamming and you get all these emails. 
If I click on one link and give my credentials- will spur hundreds of thousands of 
emails. Spamming has monetary value. If you click on it change and contact us 
immanently. We are trying to research were this is coming from. we also track 
when you are on your email and we know when we are on your computer and 
lets us know when to help you. What can you do- workshops to understand 
importance, knowledge base to get your information back. Go wo Whitney and 
eagle. How can we reach each of you to not get your phones to click 

1. “I got this email from you guys named Sam and I went through this and 
gave my email, please fix this because its causing me a lot of problems 

ii. be careful where you click. Not sure don’t click, read emails from us, check 
clutter and junk, if you click your phishing email and if you have questions call 
or email me. Communicate, support you, try new tools recruiting, education on 
what is happening on campus 

1. why is this worse that other years? 
a. It is more sophisticated, we knew last year fall of 2017 was 

going to be worse, time of the year, academic areas are the most 
vulnerable and it’s a matter of more sophisticated and they are 
going after universities 

2. you are trying to trace where these emails are coming from, so he clicked 
on it and everything that was sent out was from his email- so how 
difficult is it 

a. very im not the NSA- it could be someone on campus or 
anywhere around the world, so be our eyes and ears and 
incorporating in in freshman registration.  

3. On the website would it be possible to make it easier to find out and what 
to do  

a. Unfortunately, the group changed the website so it’s not 
functionable, but we have a Facebook presence 

4. I get emails constantly and a lot of student ignore it and students pay 
attention to the chancellors so have him send something out 

a. We’ve tried that and he’s just sent it back to us and were going 
to try some other things. 

5. I work with international students  have you considered going to their 
orientation 
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a. I did do one for new international students but didn’t say 
anything because they had so much other things on their mind 

iii. We want to focus on freshman and sophomores and we would be happy to come 
into class to talk for 5-10 minutes. Faculty caught with ransom and lost 13 years 
of teaching from it   

VI. General Student Body Open Forum 
a. NA 

VII. Officer Reports 
a. President: Jacob Schimmel 

i. I had a meeting with Bob two days ago and talked about things that were issues 
for SA which was menstrual hygiene products in the bathrooms and making sure 
there were enough and to get the prices down. And after talking to him Bob is 
convinced that we do need this and ordered new dispensing machines for the 
campus and ill post it on the Facebook page. It will be in academic building and 
resident’s halls in the general bathrooms and in the U. We are putting baskets out 
and geting machines. 30,000 dollars of machines will be provided for free – 
machines and baskets. Machines for tampons and pads will be here in the next 
couple weeks. Still producing in the vending machines outside so looking 
forward to that and making sure it is good quality stuff and filled. From there for 
the position of inclusivity director we are interviewing tomorrow, Mon, Tues., 
Wed and diversity org has to conduct an interview and will have that the week 
after that and you guys have to decide. Student courts available and I appoint 
those and senate confirms that and current chief justice and work to send out an 
email. Judicial branch of student govt- student org conflict, conflict they can’t 
solve and what they decide they have the effect of the administrative solution 
hopefully within the next month. Other than that the seg fee committee meeting 
is on Friday so let me know your thoughts asap. Local affairs- housing fair we do 
every year from Rent College Pads only and promotes landlords and we are 
trying to get away from that and what to insure as many landlords as possible. 
Only half of the landlords at best can show up because they sign a contract to go 
and we are hosing our own event separately and any landlord can participate to 
give as many options as possible. Me Lauren and Weston will work with Stephan 
to have proposals on bystander intervention. If you are interested let me know we 
are trying to show there is a push from students to get this. 

1. Are the free menstrual products in the gender inclusive bathrooms 
a. Not right now but we are working them.  
b. Larry- putting them in this facility we aren’t worried about 

people taking loads and we do have machines in the lower level 
2. Safe sex shoot. Mistral product shoot- red tube hanging from the sealing 

with all products. At the top tampons pads we have those for free and if 
they are out tell someone because we have so many 

ii. We can expand and the goal is to get the machines. Hopefully mid next week for 
the applications and will have a week to get applications. 

b. Vice President: Lauren Mason 
i. This is something that I want to use to help out Carolyn and in addition to 

committee or organization reports and if any date is important write them down 
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and broad points so what needs to be caught ends up in the minutes. In regards to 
the COVE council will meet 730 tomorrow night and tell me after the meeting if 
you are interested 

1. Aaron- focus on signage with different walls and furniture and meets 
once every two weeks 

ii. Also, be willing to get involved with other organization and can do that other 
than the committee you’re on. have REPS meeting weekend after Oktoberfest 
and VP and Presidents of all 24 schools talk about system wide things and you 
are welcome to come to see what comes on. Pass around sheet for office- 1 hour 
a week that is consistent. If you want to do it somewhere else you need to let me 
know so I can keep track of you, want to make it easier and applicable and try to 
make it work. Finally, RHAC we have a meeting at 2:30  Larry, Jackie and 1 or 
more student on embassy will talk about their new organization and get an initial 
feeling before they talk to us on the 27th so if any of you are interested in this 
building 2:30 Friday, talk to me after if you are interested. 

c. Chief of Staff: Weston Floerke  
i. Last week I told you I would hang up the goals and I have them in the student 

senate office, the wall facing south. Exec cabinet we are looking forward to the 
interviews so we’ll have a full team and we can move forward onto this semester. 
Committees are starting up please pay attention to them and go and be an active 
member. Take notes if you can and bring it back and we can discuss it so we can 
be in the loop. The real work is done in committees 

d. State Affairs Director: Ben O’Connell 
i. State legislate passed the budget and today walker posted this list of vetos and 

we’ll be looking at that. If there is anything relevant let me know 
e. Local Affairs Director: Steph Boebel 

i. gone 
f. Inclusivity Director:  
g. Public Relations Director: Brittany Tashner 

i. Still need biography information from you guys and will resend to anyone who 
hasn’t summited it 

VIII. RHAC Reports 
IX. Advisor Reports 

a. Larry- Jacob and I went to lunch at Whitney and the offer still stands and we talked to 
students and got good feedback and join us 

b. Monday at noon we are going to Whitney and talking to students 
i. Kallis- Student health center aren’t giving out testosterone. Only one person can 

provide that and she is leaving. I wanted to let you know so you can get in 
contact with them  

c. Barb- hoping to get this out to students soon. They are understaffed and there are other 
things that is happing there and I will take that back and now I have weekly one on ones 
to let him know the concern. A new doctor is coming Oct. 3 a new practitioner in the next 
couple of weeks hopefully, so we can get on that issue. Angie will be working on a 
communication for students for Oktoberfest so if you have any thoughts –  or come up 
with something not condescending, concerned about student safety at that time 

X. Committee Reports 
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a. Colin- SUFAC met and talked about the set back from last 2016. Imporvemt from what 
we had last year in the reserves. Only have 75,000 in reserves and will change with 
allocable and non-allocable. Cary over and one shot are due 29. What will we do and our 
policies on allocable budgets. Currently we pay 96 in allocable and if everything goes 
through it will go to 50. Limits what we are able to do. org activities including club sports 
and org activities through SAC. Trans IM will be moved. Student involvement in a non-
allocable process, having them in the room making the decision but drafting the policy 
that gets us in the room is the goal for this year. The ship has sailed, we can’t change 
what has happened and we have to follow the rules. 

b. Dani- the election commission for the fall election we have two freshman running- Ethan 
and Anaika- and they are going to campaign there are no grad senators so it’ll be a write 
in. looking at policies for election and there are weird rules- senates are not allowed to 
campaign on election day, Andrew and I are talking about changing those polices. Now 
we want to let people know about the election 

c. Lauren- if any of you are interested in Tec in the spring (4 in the fall) Andrew worked in 
student lives and is passionate about EC and you should talk to him and people on 
organization seats can, college seats cannot 

XI. Organizational Reports 
a. None 

XII. Unfinished Business 
a. SA1718-006 Resolution to Approve REC Use for 5th Annual Eagle Open Volleyball 

Tournament 
i. Colin- call to question 

ii. Vote- unanimous 
iii. Passed  

XIII. New Business  
XIV. Discussion 

a. Natalie- why we implemented a seating arrange 
i. Easier to get to know people when you don’t sit by someone you know. Can be 

helpful in the first few weeks 
b. If we don’t want a seating arrangements since it our meeting 

i. Larry- at any time you may challenge the chair and write a resolution to change 
the policy 

c. Jillian- I can see where it’s annoying and I don’t know anyone so it’s easier to know 
others and you don’t have to fight to get into groups and helps us get into things 

d. Malike – I like it and we have to get uncomfortable- maybe stop halfway through first 
semester 

e. Justice- I agree with Milike – if we get to know people better great but I didn’t meet 
anyone new with the seating arrangements, we talk before or after 

f. Lauren- only was planning to do it the first couple weeks, I will request it but you don’t 
have to follow it. 

g. Antalie- could we do it a couple weeks until we get new senators  
h. Weston- if this is something that is valuable I think its effective to meet new people. You 

could write a resolution and say until when it will end. Challenge it and its your meeting 
and discuss it as a group in there 

i. Laurent- I run the meeting  but it is your meeting and we need to find a balance of 
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working together and if you don’t like something tell me, I want it to be efficient and I 
want you guys to like it. I think it would be good to change things up but have an open 
like of communication.  

j. Aaron- terry from last year I met with her and she is involved and wanted more 
information and want to come in and talk to us so we get involved. They need our help 
more that they need our help. 

k. Dani- diversity orgs and I was talking to people were teachers are assigning observations 
into diversity orgs like NASA they got a request for student to come and observe- 
community development class. If this something students want to make a statement to 
faculty. What do you want to do a statement or pass a policy 

i. Aaron- first step Weston is on faculty senate so have him talk to them 
ii. Colin-draft a resolution 

iii. Jacob- meet with someone to talk about this and express work with Betsy on a 
policy and senate could do a resolution from student senate 

l. Lauren- something we have been thinking- a way for senators to get to know one another 
on things you want to work on this year so I was thinking about setting up a meeting w 
each students that meet with colleges to get to know one another and brainstorm stuff and 
you can talk about outreach or office hours. Would you want to do it, to you those rep org 
would you want to be in those meeting that are in your major. 

i. Gabrielle. CBA- we have been meeting with the dean and she wants us to get 
more involved and we wouldn’t need it but it would just be another meeting for 
us – meeting outside senate 

ii. Lane- Tuesday we as senates we are invited pres of org and it would be helpful 
and I don’t know if it would work from your schedule  

iii. Aaron- all the colleges have clubs too and could you put everything together- 
have senate part of it and outreach part of it together and use that time to 
brainstorm. 

iv. Lauren- I want an initial meeting to talk about how you guys can do those things 
XV. Announcements 

a. None 
XVI. Adjournment 

a. Motions by Hodges 
b. Second by Vu 
c. 7:16pm 

 
 
  


